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The A&T conference is a
project of the faculty and
students of the university's
mass communications pro-
gram, with assistance from the
Kellogg Foundation, the Gan-
nett Foundation and the
Greensboro Daily News &
Record
will conduct a Saturday
workshop on "Improving the
Image of Blacks in the
Media."
Payne, a writer and cor-
respondent for more than 25
years, is currently occupying
the Ethel L. Payne Professor-
He will present the annual
Kellogg lecture 7 p.m. March
25.
Minority Communities: A
Current Assessment."
Noble is producer ofLike It
Is,' aired by WABC-TV in New
York City.
Theme of the conference
will be "Media Coverage of
Gil Noble, award-winning
New York City television pro-
ducer; Ethel Payne, veteran
Washington correspondent;
and Cliff Frazier, executive
director of the Institute of
New Cinema Artists, will serve
as keynote speakers for the
sixth annual A&T Mass Media
Careers Conference March
25-26.
Meachem added that if the
administration decides to have
the hoods, those students who
"Once I get a letter from the
vice chancellor for academic
affairs," Meachem said, "I
will inform the company that
makes the cap and gowns to
add hoods; but until then, the
attire is just cap and gown
"Anyway, I have not had
one order for a hood," he
said.
The final results was a tie
and Fenell, acting as class
president, broke the tie.
But, this morning, Fenell
was informed by James
Meachem, A&T bookstore
manager, that she was not at
liberty to make the final
decision, but that an official
letter from him and the
administration would finalize
the decision.
By AUDREY L, WILLIAMS
Managing Editor
After seniors were given
until Saturday to cast ballots
deciding whether or not to don
hoods along with their cap and
gowns in this year's
commencement, Phyllis
Fenell, senior class president,
counted the votes.
1he Halif Awara
recently to Doris Person of Enfield. The award is given to the club member with the highest
academic average for the fall semester. She is shown with club adviser, Robert HardyfPhoto by
Jay Hall).
Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy
'Enter unrepresented fields'
"We are approaching what they call a
management system in our society," he said.
"If we are to move to a rising managerial socie-
ty of philosopher kings, warriors and worker —as I believe PJato recommended — then we
must have our share of philosopher kings. It's
not enough to have our share of workers and
Dowdy said that Blacks should also enter
fields where they aren't heavily represented.
Dowdy was the key speaker at the fifth an-
nual Arthur F. Jackson memorial lecture held
recently.
By JAMIE C. RUFF
Staff Writer
If Blacks are to eradicate the economic
disparity between them and whites, more
Blacks should enroll in graduate and profes-
sional programs, said former A&T chancellor,
Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy
The BEE plan is divided in-
to five parts: food.clothing,
shelter, health and profes-
sional services.
"Operation Fair Share is
helping to shift the association
known for its leadership and
civil rights activities toward
economic strategy for
economic change among
Blacks and whites," Byrd
said.
"And if you don't have a
plan then you are a part of so-
meone else's plan, he added.
His name is Ronald Reagan.
The reason 12 million peo-
ple are out of work today is
because they did not have their
own plan to combat Reagan's
economic plan Byrd said.
recently
Byrd is a consultant with
Operation Fair Share, a
branch of the NAACP. He
spoke to students on his Black
Economic Plan (BEE) in
Memorial Student Union
"There are no jobs and no
opportunities for you unless
you have a plan and work on it
while you are in school," Byrd
said.
business consultant
Byrd, an A&T graduate,
said that students are caught
up in a serious jive-time trap
and will be for the next two
years
"Education h33~ been transformed from a
wish, a want, an aspiration to a need," he said.
Dowdy said that the Reagan administration
wants to dismantle the Department of Educa-
tion is an expression of neo-federalism.
He said, "It is my strong belief that, with the
mobility of the population and the growing
sophisication of the society, the federal govern-
ment must assume a policy position with
respect to issues rather than leaving this impor-
tant matter to the states alone.
"In national policy we need to see to it that
we have a certain quality of education
throughout our land."
"As America moves into the post-industrial
last score of the 20th century, its cultural,
economic, political and social development will
become increasingly dependent on how well its
populous is educated.
"In order that we might participate and assist
our nation in raising the quality of life for all
citizens, Blacks should be adequately
represented in he profession category that
makes up the decision-making groups of our
society
"They failed to do what I
would deem a responsibility
and that's the price they have
to pay: that extra $13," he
said.
Before he was aware of an
administrative decision,
Clifton Rhodes, senior class
vice president, had said that
"the people are going to have
to accept the decision,
primarily because we solicited
their participation.
Fennell said the hoods
would be fashioned in the
school colors along with the
color of the student's
department.
have already purchased the
$13 cap and gown will have to
pay the extra $13 for the hood.
Out of about 600-700
prospective May graduates, 40
cast ballots that were printed
in theA&TRegister last week.
Fennell said that the hoods
(if decided on) would be used
if there is a summer
commencement also.
The regular gowns,
according the senior class
president, would be attached
at the neck and "they unfold
once you graduate; like when
you (traditionally) turn the
tassel," she said.
warriors.'
Dowdy said that, in an era of science and.
technology, Blacks must enter nontraditional
fields if they wish to have a chance for success.
"It should be clear that the health of our na-
tion depends on higher education for all
segments of our society," Dowdy said, because
our society can be no stronger than our weakest
(See Byrd Page 2)
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Media personalities to highlight '6'
decision
Graduation dress
administrative
Byrd: Students,
develop economic
plan while in school
By DORIS PERSON
Staff Writer
Students must develop a
plan while they are in school to
get ahead in the economic
system today or someone else
will develop a plan for them,
said L.R. Byrd, an NAACP
Frazier's appearance on the
A&T program is being spon-
sored by the N.C. Cultural
Arts Coalition Inc.
A successful television pro-
ducer, author and teacher, he
ship in Journalism at Fisk
University.
She will be the conference
luncheon speaker 12:30 p.m.
March 26, in Memorial Stu-
dent Union.
(See Media Page 2)
By MAXFIELD BOWEN
Special to the Register
The Association of North
Carolina Alphamen (ANCA)
held its state convention in
Goldsboro recently.
At the convention the Beta
Epsilon Chapter of Alpha Phi
Media
According to Kroeze, the
awards will be given for pro-
ducts, machines, materials or
services which have been total-
ly developed or partly,
developed in the state.
Sponsors of the awards, the
first ofwhich will be presented
this month, will be the Profes-
sional Engineers of North
Carolina and the N.C. Depart-
ment of Commerce.
Kroeze, an adjunct associate
professor, recommended the
PENC/Governor's New Pro-
duct Award, which was for-
mally established last year by
Gov. Jim Hunt.
Council
A nationally prominent in-
dustrial engineering consul-
tant, Kroeze was cited in 1972
as the Engineer of the Year in
Education in Wisconsin. A
registered professional
engineer, he is a member of,
the board of directors of the
American National Metric
Born and trained in Holland
but now an> American citizen,
Kroeze came to A&T last year
after teaching at theUniversity
of Wisconsin. He also worked
in industry for more than 20
years in Wisconsin, Michigan,
Ohio and New Jersey.
"We want to encourage in-
ternal development in the
state," Kroeze said. "We want
to recognize firms or in-
dividuals coming up with new
products which have a poten-
tial for bringing in money for
the state and increasing
employment opportunities."
A&T IE professor iniates
new state products program
Henry Kroeze, an A&T in-
dustrial engineering professor,
has initiated a new program
for the state which willprovide
awards for firms or in-
dividuals developing new pro-
ducts to enhance the state's
and other sources
Students in need of financial
aid for next fall should begin
now to apply for the
thousands of scholarships be-
ing offered by private founda-
tions, trade and civic groups
There are more than 25,000
different scholarships
available, according to the
director of The Scholarship
Bank.
The Scholarship Bank mat-
ches students with available
aid and sends the student a
printout of the private finan-
cial aid sources receive up to
50 sources of aid.
Scholarships are available
from tax exempt foundations
that are required by law to
make a certain amount of
financial aid available each
year in order to maintain their
tax-exempt status.
Most scholarships have a
value of approximately
$1,000, and many are
June Jones, Miss Alpha Phi
Alpha, was second runner-up
in the Miss Black and Gold
Pageant. In the talent com-
petition she was accompanied
In the area of scholastic
achievements, Lathan Dixon
was the recipient of an award
for having the highest overall
grade point average inANCA.
Maxfield Bowen received the
Achievement Award, Ron
Patrick was the winner of the
oratorical contest for the
westernregion of the state and
Norbert Hopkins received
honorable mention in the
basketball tournament.
(Continued From Page 1)
Byrd
Greg Dillard was the reci-
pient of the Service Award,
This award was based on the
service given by the fraternity,
on campus, in the state, and
for programs set up by the na-
tional office.
year
The Beta Epsilon Chapter,
competing against 18 other
N.C. Alpha Phi Alpha college
chapters, received a total of
seven out of 12 awards
presented to college chapters.
region
Henry Midgett, president of
Beta Epsilon was elected to
serve another year as vice
chairman of the executive
board of ANCA, and Greg
Ward was elected to serve
another year as the assistant
state director of the western
professor and former chair-
man of the Greensboro
Human Relations Commis-
sion
In addition to the keynote
speakers, panelists for the con-
ference will include Ned Cline,
executive managing editor,
News & Record, David V
Roberts, assignment editor for
WJDK-TV, Detroit, Mich.;
Allen Johnson, managing
editor of the Winston-Salem
Chronicle; Renee Carpenter,
news director for WFMY-TV;
Professor Luther Jackson of
the Graduate School of Jour-
nalism at Columbia Universi-
ty; Carolyn Coleman, state
director of the NAACP; Dr.
Marilyn Kern-Foxworth ofthe
University of Tennessee; and
Dr. James Johnson, sociology
Persons interested in atten-
ding the conference are asked
to call Joyce Jones at (919)
379-7582.
Other journalists will be
Cheryl Johnson, Grand
Rapids (Mich.) Press; Flontina
Miller, News & Record;
Davida Jones, WFMY-TV;
Marvin Leon Lake, Virginian-
Pilot; Cassandra Wynn, Rich-
mond (Va.) Times-Dispatch ;
and John Minter, Fayetteville
Observer.
he said
Byrd initiated a Labor Day
dollar day in Missippissi last
year and it was very effective,
Byrd says that merchants
can then calculate what
percentage of their business is
Black and can take the proper
steps to maintain that
patronage.
chandise of any quantity with
these two forms of money.
In this plan, chains are re-
quested to employ a specific
number of Blacks on all levels
a year, support a certain
percentage of Black businesses
The food division, the first
project, is an attempt to make
tradecontracts with food store
chains that have a high percen-
tage of Black patronage but a
low percentage of Black
employees on any level.
The concept ofthe plan is to
have Blacks purchase mer-
Another economic plan that
Byrd has developed is the two
dollar bill and Susan B. An-
thony silver dollar days.
If results of negotiations are
hot positive, BEE attempts to
get Blacks to shop with other
chains that will hire Blacks.
such as banks and newspapers
and support Black colleges.
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Apply early for next
fall's financial aid
economy
Beta Epsilon takes honors
(Continued From Page 1)
The University ChoirA questionaire for the stu-dent to fill out describing
him/herself will be sent back
to the student and the appli-
cant can then receive the per-
sonalized information.
Students wishing to receive
a printout should send a
stamped, business-size self-
addressed envelope to The
Scholarship Bank, 10100 San-
ta Monica Blvd., 750, Los
Angeles, Calif., 90067.
According to The Scholar-
ship Bank, major in college,
occupational goal, geographic
preference, military service of
the student or his parent,
employer, union membership,
academic standing, ethnic
heritage and whether the stu-
dent is interested in work-
study, loans, essay contests
and the like all determine
eligibility for aid.
Financial need is onlyone of
several criteria to receive aid.
renewable annually
Soloists will be Mona Reynolds, Jean War-
drick, Kenneth Saunders, Marvin Norman and
John Whitehead.
The choir will be accompanied by Tim Brat
ton.
Other selections will include Black spirituals
Listen to the Lambs, and I'llNever Turn Back
The classical portion of the program will be
selections from Mozart's Requiem.
The choir will also present a number of
popular tunes including Everything Is Coming
Up Roses by Julie Styne; / Love by Tom T.
Hall and Ain't Misbehavin by Fats Waller.
Choir
A special feature of this year's tour will be
musical selections once made popular by the in-
ternationally famous Wings Over Jordan
The choir has performed with the
Greensboro Symphony Orchestra and will ap-
pear in the Fourth Annual Southern Con-
ference on Afro-American Studies in Jackson,
Miss., later this month.
Barber rates this year's edition ofthe choir as
an especially talented group. The singers in-
clude both music majors and nonmajors.
The singers have concerts scheduled in Hunt-
sville, Ala., Feb. 16; Holly Springs, Miss., Feb.
17., Jackson, Miss., Feb. 18; New Orleans,
La., Feb. 19; Panama City, Fla., Feb. 21; and
Columbus, Ga., Feb. 22.
The A&T Concert Choir, directed by Dr.
Samuel Barber, will be on its annual tour of
four Southern states on Feb. 16-22.
by Janet King, Miss Beta Ep-
silon
Alpha Fraternity Inc. was
named college chapter of the
Alvin Ailey Dance Co.
Tickets are currently on sale
and will also be available at
the door.
For additional information,
please call the box office at
737-3104, Monday-Friday,
between 10 a.m.-6 p.m.The company, under the ar-
As one of America's truly
exciting young dance com-
panies, it has drawn popular
and critical acclaim nation-
wide.
The cast still includes many
of the "old faithfuls" from
the original version such as
Julie Haggerty who plays the
flighty, space-headed (no pun
Will they be saved? Can
they be rescued? Does
anybody really want to save
them? The answers to these
questions can be found at your
local theaters.
This time, instead of an
airplane, we find our
passengers and crew heading
into space in a routine com-
mercial space shuttle flight.
But, we all know that disaster
will strike, and it does, as the
shuttle's guidance mechanism
fails and the ship heads off
course toward the sun.
Featuring much of the cast
from the original movie, this
version has been slightly up-
dated because of the recent
Space Shuttle missions.
bomb
Those wild-and-crazy peo-
ple who brought the original
Airplane comedy to the screen
are at it again with Airplane II
the sequel. However, maybe
they should have called this
one, Airplane II drops a
By JODY R. MARTIN
Special to the Register
But, if your sense of humor
is sort of warped, like mine is,
you may enjoy it. You'll enjoy
it even more if you catch the
half-price show.
Airplane II is not that bad
of a movie, but it really
doesn't offer anything differ-
fent from the original. And
the jokes do get a bit boring at
times.
But, Airplane II is a nice
change of pace from most of
the melodramatic, lovable or
supernatural type movies that
have been released in the past
couple of months, though.
You get the feeling that
you've seen and heard it all
before. In most cases, you
have.
The cast is basically the
same and many of the jokes
are too. After the first 30
minutes, the jokes, as well as
the whole movie, begins to get
a little monotonous.
intended) stewardess, Robert
Hays is back as the self-
conscious but courageous ex-
pilot, Peter Graves is the stur-
dy but strange shuttle-pilot,
Clarence Over, and of course
the famous and not so famous
load of passengers, all throw-
ing one-liners at each other.
Your excellence is nurtured in every way possible at MITRE. Facilities,
compensation and benefits to attract and keep the finest people. Full tuition ad-
vancement plus an ongoing in-house lecture series from the unique MITRE In-stitute to promote your continued education. Plus exceptional project mobility
and dual career pathing to get you where you want to be, doing what you do best
PILOT TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES — without the wrinkles — come toIf you would like 10 more years' wisdomMITRE. We've got the environment for it.
North Carolina A&T
Interviews
Thursday, February 17,1983
MITRE will be conducting campus interviews Thursday, February 17,,1983.
Contact your Placement Office to arrange an interview if you are a BS, MS
or Ph.D. candidate in:
FLY NAVY
The Navy presently has several openings for
the most exciting and challenging job in the
world -- NAVY PILOT. If you qualify, we will
guarantee you a seat in the most prestigious
flight school anywhere. At the completion of
training, you will fly the Navy's high
performance aircraft.
Electrical Engineering
Computer Engineering
Computer Science
Mathematics
PhysicsQualifications Are:
Contact your placement office to see if MITRE will be visiting your campus
or send your resume to Phillip Hicks at The MITRE Corporation
Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford. MA 01730.
MITRE
THE
ENVIRONMENT
TO DO WHAT
YOU DO BEST.
U.S. Citizenship-required. MITRE is an equal opportunity employer actively
seeking applications under its affirmative action program.
If you think you can qualify and would like to earn a
starting salary of $18,000 with $28,000 in four years,
send a letter of qualifications to:
Bachelors degree
Less than 28 V% years old
20/20 uncorrected vision
Excellent health
U.S. Citizen
NCCS NELSON SKINER
1001 Navaho Drive
Raleigh, N.C. 27609
or call 1 (800) 662-7231
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Airplane II
mance
TEN YEARS
TO YOUR
THINKING.
The environment at MITRE is years ahead of what others consider the state-of
the-art.
As General Systems Engineer for C3I — Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence — for the U.S. Air Force's Electronic Systems Division, it is our
challenge to look beyond tomorrow to the world of 5 or 10 years from now. Toanalyze and engineer one-of-a-kind systems that will be more than current well
into the 1990s.
The importance ot our work is why we provide an environment you can do your
best in. You'll work with some of the most accomplished experts in their fields.
You will be challenged by long- and short-term projects in computer systems,
systems software, systems architecture, radar systems, and satellite and ter-
restrial transmission. Engineers you'll be working with can advance your career a
decade in technologies including fiber-optics, computer security, sensor
technology and voice recognition.
Feb. 24, the Triangle Dance
Guild Inc. will welcome the
Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensem-
ble back to North Carolina
State University's Stewart
Theatre for a return perfor-A Movie Review
The performance will begin
at 7:30 p.m., in Stewart
Theatre, which is located on
the second floor of the N.C.
State student center.
more
Their exciting repertoire of
ballets by young up-and-
coming choreographers paired
with works by famed
choreographers such as
Donald McKayle, Diane
Mclntyre and Ailey himself,
result in a performance that
leaves audiences begging for
tistic direction of former Ailey
dancer Sylvia Waters, has
committed itself to the
development of young dancers
and choreographers.
appear at StateBlack repertory ensemble to
(Please Print)
fe/UnivtCoHei
The thunderous roar
of jet engines rolls
across the carrier's
flight deck.
Throttles are at
full power, and you're
waiting for the signal
to launch.
NAVYOPPORTUNITY T .^H
I INFORMATION CENTER
I P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
□ Please send me more information about becom- I
ing a member of the Naval Aviation Team. (0A)
Now. The catapult fires. G forces
press you back into your seat. Suddenly,
you're flying low and fast over the open
sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5 seconds.
Nothing else feels like Navy flying.
Nothing. And when you become a pilot or
flight officer you're at the very heart of it.
Once you've earned your wings,
the Navy puts you in full control of a multi-
million-dollar supersophisticated
combination of jet aircraft and electronic
wizardry.
And Navy training makes sure
you're up to the challenge. Rigorous flight
training gives you the
navigation, aerodynam-
ics and other techni-
cal know-how you need
Leadership and
professional schooling
prepare you for the
immediate decision-
making authority and
management respon-
sibility you have as an
officer in the Navy.
On the ground, as
a Navy officer, you
work with and supervise
today's most highly
skilled aviation professionals. In the air,
as part of the naval aviation team, you
have about the most exciting job anyone
can have.
It's a uniquely rewarding job with
pay to match. You start at $18,300 a year
—more than the average corporation
pays you just out of college. After four
years, with regular Navy promotions
and pay increases, your annual salary
climbs to $31,100. That's over and above
a full package of benefits and privileges.
Find out how much more a job in
naval aviation has to offer. Fill in the
coupon. No other job
gives you the kind of
leadership experience
or fast responsibility
you get as part of the
naval aviation team.
And nothing else feels
like Navy flying.
￿Ma jor/M:
IArea Code) Best Time toCall 'This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to II furnish any of the information requested. Of course, the more weknow, the more wecan help to determine the kinds of Navv posi-
tions for which you qualify.
NavyOfficers
GetResponsibilityFast.
con-
• Announcements (Campus
Haps) will only run in the
Register submitted on Cam-
pus Hap forms secured from
the Register office.
• No announcements will be
taken by phone.
taining illegal, conflicting or
partial information will not
be run.
• Any announcement
• to reject all letters that do
not carry a student number or
a phone number where the
writer can be reached, and
all unsigned letters. A
TYPEWRITTEN NAME IS NOT
A SIGNATURE. Names may
be withheld, however, upon
request of the writer.
Special guidelines govern
the subission of an-
nouncements
• to reject letters written in
a bizarre style or in a foreign
language;
Special guidelines govern
the submission of letters.The
Register reserves the right:
• to reject letters that border
on being libelous, obscene or
in extremely poor taste;
• to correct spelling, punc-tuation and grammar and to
edit the letter according to
news style, but will not alter
its meaning;
All material, other than an-
nouncements, must
typewritten or printed
legibly, double-spaced and
submitted on 8Va x 11 inch
paper
NO EXCEPTIONS WILL
BE MADE.
This includes stories, an-
nouncements and letters to
the editor and other opi-
nionated pieces.
Deadline for submitting
materials to the A&T Register
for publication in the Tuesday
paper is 5 p.m. the previous
Sunday; for the Friday paper,
5 p.m. the previous Wednes-
day.
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Marteena Hall VITA site * * Aggies in the News * *
Phillemon and Nelson Wayn
Pollard.
The following seniors com-
prise the 47 A&T nominees
for selection into this year's
volume of Who's Who
Among Students in American
Colleges & Universities:
It's called Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance (VITA) and is
offered by local volunteers
who are trained by the Internal
Revenue Service in basic tax
law and return preparation
and will assist taxpayers who
are unaware of the exemp-
tions, deductions and credits
to which they are entitled.
Taxpayers interested in free
Policy
Register
Submission
Free tax assistance is
available to low-income, elder-
ly and handicapped taxpayers
who need help in filling out-a
tax return and cannot afford
to pay
tax assistance should call the
IRS toll-free number,
1-800-424-1040, and obtain
the location of the site most
convenient to them.
No appointment is generally
needed, but taxpayers should
bring their tax forms
packages, W-2 forms, and
other information needed to
complete the return.
A&T has a VITA site
located in Marteena Hall,
Room 112. It's open 11 a.m.-l
p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, and 6:30-9 p.m. on
Mondays.
Vernal Alford III, Tracy
Michelle Autry, Marcenia
Lynease Barnes, Ellean J.
Berry, Marsha Connie
Brooks, Eric S. Brown, James
Boyce Brown Jr., John J.
Brown, Shawn P. Cheston. L.
Winston Churchill, Robin
Michelle Davis, Nannetta
Yvette Durnell, Selwyn A. F
Feaster, Phyllis M. Fennell,
Charlene Patricia Gardner
and Shirley Griffin.
Also, Randez Xavier Had-
den, Michael W. Hamlin,
Robert H. Haygood Jr., Ther-
rall J. Thompson-Haygood,
Bobby R. Hopkins, Cynthia
Marie Howard, Theresa A.
Hughes, Julius Ledbetter,
Alvester Lynch Jr., Billy J.
Manning, Job Samuel McCoy,
Toni Ivette Monroe,
Christopher I. Onyemem,
Manuel V. Peace, Toppers K.
Finally, James A. Robin-
son, Rose Marie Rogers, Ed-
ward Calvin Rooks, Deborah
M. Sanders, Reginald E.
Scales, Allenton Silcott,
Michele Diane Smelly,
Garland Darryl Smith,
Michael G. Smith, Shirley A.
Smith, Ellen LaJune Spruill,
Cynthia Theresa Taylor,
Audrey L. Williams, Katrina
Renee Williams and Reitha
Shaye Zachary.
(Effective Feb, 14. 1983) NothingElseFeelsLike NavyFlying.
The A&T Fellowship Gospel Choir will have a Gospel
Festival 6 p.m. on Feb. 27, in Harrison Auditorium.
Admission is $1. Please come out and support your
fellow Aggies.
There will be an important reporters' meeting 7:30
p.m. Monday, at the Register House.
The Annual Oratorical Contest will be presented
April 21. Students interested in participating are ask-
ed to meet with Dr. L.B. Kinney 6 p.m. Monday, in
Crosby Hall, Room 212.
The Student Union Advisory Board will meet 7 p.m.
Feb. 16, in Memorial Student Union Ballroom. All
members are urged to attend.
X<AREGULAR ROAST BEEF
SANDWICH,REGULAR FRIES
/ AND MEDIUM ICE TEA ONLY$1.69
Please present this coupon before ordering. One coupon per
customer, per visit, please. Customer must pay any salestax.This cou
pon not good in combination with any otheroffer.
Offer good after 10:30A.M. dailyonlyat the following Hardeels Restaurants: 3224
HighPoint Road, 2414 Randleman Road, 1015E. Cone Blvd., and 1501Westover Ter
race, Greensboro. NC.Offer good through May31,1983.
Hafdeer
In celebration of Black History Month, Kappa Alpha
Psi will present a film 7:30 p.m. Feb. 23, in
Memorial Student Union Ballroom.
BMATH& SCIENCES
RS
ir Force will pay to
e you o research
nd development
engineer.
HOMER CORBETT
P.O. Box 694
324 W. Market Street
Greensboro, N.C. 27402
(919) 378-5962
CV S
AS AN AIR FORCE OFFICER AT FULL SALARY YOU WILL
SPEND 18 MONTHS AT THE AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY EARNING AN ENGINEERING DEGREE.
Tutoring sessions for the National Teacher Exam
(NTE) and the Graduate Record Exam (GRE) will be
5-6 p.m. Mondays and 4:30-5:30 p.m. Wednesdays in
Crosby Hall, Room 201. The Monday session wil be
The Student Senate will sponsor a Speech Contest
7:30 p.m. Feb. 17, in Memorial Student Union,
Rooms 213-214. at 7:30 p.m. Audition dates will be
Feb. 7-8. The topic for the speeches is "What Does
Black History Month Mean to Me." First prize will
be $100. Sign-up sheets will be posted in Room 218 of
the union.
conducted by Dr. Robert Levine, and the Wednesday
session by Dr. SallyAnn Ferguson.
The next issue of.the A&T Register will appear Feb
21.
A&T' 1IflKIKKJ. x
A STEAK AND EGG BISCUITAND ORANGE
JUICEFOR JUST$1.29 /
Please present thiscoupon before ordering. One coupon percustomer,
per visit, please. Customer must pay any sales tax. This coupon -yT
not good incombination with any otheroffer.
_
Offer goodduringnormalbreakfast hours only, at the X
followingHardee's Restaurants: 3224 HighPoint
Road, 2414 Randleman Road, 1015E. Cone
Blvd.. and 1501Westover Terrace. S
Greensboro, NC.Offer good through y
May 31,1983.
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Students who are interested in joining the Speech
Choir are asked to meet with Dr. L.B. Kinney 6:30
p.m. Monday, in Crosby Hall, Room 212.
Janice McKnight, the editor of the Hilltop, the
Howard University campus newspaper, was expelled
amid controversycentering around the coverage given
to a sex discrimination complaint filed against the
university, despite urgings by university president
James E. Cheek that she discontinue coverage.
Student protests have called for Cheek's resigna-
Mirror, mirror on the wall...
By Nannetta Durnell
Thank God nobody's perfect!
Isn't the staff of the A&T Register fortunate that
A&T administrators have not reduced themselves to
practicing (unconstitutional) censorship over the cam-
pus media?
In the wake of the Howard to-do, its trustee board
tightened control over the Hilltop.
And Janice McKnight is seeking $100,000 in
damages.
Administrators at public universities are not at
liberty to fire editors because of disagreements regar-
ding content. They cannot on a whim stop distribu-
tion of editions, withdraw or withhold funding or de-
mand to approve copy before publication.
This does not, however, give student publications
the right to publish inaccurate or erroneous informa-
tion; to be gripe sheets, smear sheets or representative
of shoddy, yellow journalism.
They have a responsibility to report accurate news,
carry campus opinion and discussion and help to
maintain a sense of community.
Seems that the D.C. school's president shows a
mighty lot of cheek issuing sanctions in areas where
he hasn't the authority.
"She was reinstated temporarily last week under a
restraining order by Washington, D.C. Superior
Court Judge George H. Goodrich.
The judge probably put it best when he said that it
was "a mighty strange coincidence" that a 23-year-
old senior journalism major was expelled after having
completed three years of school.
tion
University officials have maintained that
McKnight's expulsion didn't stem from the articles,
but from having provided false information on her
admissions application.
Take the sheet offyour face!
But why did they react in such a way?
Robotized thinking. He isn't one of
them. He isn't perfect, just human.
Some say the computer age is for the
betterment of mankind. But as the year
2000 approaches, you should caution
those who want you to join the crowd
and be like everyone else. They may
look like your friends, but who knows
what distant planet they may be from.
Maybe, if they grew out of the high
school phase of development and were
intelligent enough to place themselves
in his shoes, they would have
understood the difficulty he was ex-
periencing and would have been more
sympathetic.
it an exaggeration? But we come across
it everyday without realizing it
Sitting in class this week a foreign
student was reciting. His pronunciation
of the English language was not perfect
and two female students thought it fun-
ny as he stumbled through some of his
words.
As the year 2000 approaches, we are
slowly slipping into the robotized syn-
drome without realizing it. Some think
But you don't hear it said as often
any more. Could it be that we as
members of society have become
flawless and faultless with the advance-
ment of the computer age?
Today, when a person admits his
faults he feels it belittles him in the eyes
of his associates, thus giving them the
satisfaction of being in control. And no
one likes being an outcast.
Some might say that we are slowly
entering the "robotized syndrome."
The characteristics of becoming
robotized are numb personalities, doing
what he or she is told without thinking
or rationalizing and just being a
number in the crowd.
Two words that plagued the English
vocabulary at one time usually explain-
ed or covered up for our miscalculated
actions or mistakes.
Nobody's Perfect.
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A little closer to home, there is the
Not only did thousands die as they
walked back to their homes, but women
suffered the indignity of giving birth to
offspring on the sides of dirt roads.
Take the nation of Nigeria for in-
stance. Because of a heartless ruler and
declining oil prices, millions of im-
migrants were given only two weeks to
leave the country.
Suddenly the nation of Ghana had
jammedalmost 2 million people into its
country overnight and immediately had
to come up with a solution to feeding
these people.
In the midst of economic decline and
high-rise unemployment, it's somewhat
hard to imagine that other countries are
suffering far greater.
These are our people, the Ghanians
and the Puerto Ricans. We are all off-
springs of the African slave.
Just because it's Black History
Month, you shouldn't feel obligated to
know these things. You should want to
know and care every month ofthe year!
commonwealth of Puerto Rico, where
the land is so barren that 95 percent of
its food supply is imported. This land
of the jibaros, where men and dogs
fight for food is also United States ter-
ritory. But these U.S. citizens are not
allowed to vote nor do they pay federal
taxes, partly because of the poverty.
These are the sufferings and in-
dignities you never hear of and, as
many of the apathetic feel, "who cares
any way?"
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Read this, if nothing else
Mighty lot of cheek!
Something's amiss in the capital city
sororities
• Encourage Black businesses
to give more money to those
academic areas where few
Blacks are enrolled.
grams
• Use all organizations tolocate, counsel and tutor
Blacks and direct them into
nontraditional major pro-
tions
• Have Congress increasefunding for programs that
have been helpful in the past.
Happy (Belated)
Valentine's Day
I've seen one, and I plan to
see more
If you haven't seen any of
these Aggie plays, in the words
of Mr. R. Thomason: "Your
Loss."
I'm sure if Tell Pharaoh is a
any indication of all the per-
formances, we are truly miss-
ing something if we do not at-
tend them and support our
Aggie actors.
really had the time. Instead of
all of you complaining about
how boring it is, and that you
have nothing to do, go and see
these plays, if not for theie
sophistication of seeing plays,
at least for something to do.
lin America
I can't begin to express how
I felt about the production. It
was an uplifting feeling that
really made me think about
what it means to be Black and
I had the pleasure of wat-
ching Pharaoh, a play written
by Ldften Mitchell.
I was in the Paul Robeson
Theatre recently doing lab
work for my Elements of Play
Production Class. I mentioned
to my instructor, Mr. R.
Thomason, that I had never
seen a school production. His
only comment was "Your
Loss."
I've always enjoyed plays —
to me they are cultural ex-
periences — but I've never
Every actor on that stage
portrayed exactly what was to
be portrayed, making you feel
as if you were also not just a
part of the audience, but ac-
tors as well.
So what, if it costs a couple
of bucks to see; it is wor-
thwhile.
It really has truly been "my
loss" not to have seen an Ag-
gie production before now.
We have some excellent talent
on this campus. And I think
students should become more
aware of what is being offered
here.
Gina Davis
Square pegs in round holes have my heart
From Joey
No sweets, no roses, no
card? If this is so, you can
To the A&T Ladies,
drops
aroline
From Moezilla
Ebony Princess, I will always
walk in the shadow of your
milk chocolate, to forever be
sprinkled in your chocolate
Evidently, academic
qualifications are not a To Dan Neal
From D. Tanner
Thank you, darlin'
dication of the alacrity with
which they have adopted some
petty bourgeoisie tendencies in
this country.
guarantee of the ability or
dedication to do a jobproper-
ly. Why should experience, Our welfare should not, and
will not, be subordinated to
this university's quest for pro-
fit. Besides, we resent the Im-
long service and the dedication
of an individal be ignored?
To Debbie and Karen,
From B.G.
Happy Valentine's Day
thorough scrutinizing;
especially if there are any int
tentions on the part of the ad-
ministration to improve its ser-
Its inefficient performance
under the former director and
this present one, demands
The Office of International
and Minority Student Affairs
at A&T is showing an indif-
ferent attitude toward the
welfare of foreign students.
Editor of the Register:
Besides, the volume of work in
that office demands not only
an experienced director but
To Derek McLendon,
From Gina "Wanderer" Davis
Friends are diamonds, rare.
some more personnel, which
the chancellor avoided promis-
migration Department being
sent by the office to harrass
foreign students, especially
South African refugees. Such
dispicable and abominable
acts must not be allowed toing in an antagonistic meeting
with international students last
year.
vices
The former director was a
complete novice, in human
relations and managerial
skills. Her motives may not
To Diemetrice Brown,
From Pearless Speller Jr.
Thanks for understanding me
(kiss, kiss).continue.
The present director must
Sealed Tenderly with our
love, Sweet! Sweet!
you on your numerous
awards !.. which you have
received at the convention,
especially the Chapter of
Year award.
Happy Valentine's Day,
Brothers! We send this
message to you in hopes of
expressing our most sincere
love and gratitude that we
have in our HEARTS for you.
We also wish to congratulate
From your most exquisite
Ladies of Black & Gold
To the illustrious Brothers of
the Beta Epsilon Chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Inc.
Subservience is a virtue that people must acquire in
any managerial position.
To Miss Doris Person,
From Mr. Elton M. Barber
Dear Doris, someday,
someway our paths will
cross. But, until they do, stay
sweet and beautiful for me.
Although we're an ocean
apart, I'm still thinking about
you.
To Mr. & Mrs. Denis Griffith,
From Monty
Happy (Belated) Valentine's
Day!
From T. Moor
and Tina,
To Ann, Audrey, Blanche,
Brenda B., Brenda C,
Charlotte, Cornelia, Delia,
Julie, Karen, Leslie, Martha,
Netta, Robin, Rochelle, Ruby
To Eddie Murphy,
From Audrey
I'm justwild about you, Eddie
Murphy. You make me smile.
To all the girls in Barbee and
Morrow Hall,
From Malcolm
I love you!
The struggle goes on.
The Native Son,
Mawutor Kofi Kpeglo
countries
either improve her services or
leave. International students
must settle all devisive dif-
ferences, and act as a cohesive
organization, resolved to share
their culture and experience
and to fight imperialism and
all forms of exploitation on
their return to their respective
This present director is not
only a novice as well, but her
insolent and disrespectful
behavior calls into question
the criteria used to appoint
her.
should be the closer relation-
ship between international
students themselves and the
rest of the student body.
have been evil, but good inten-
tions never yield results,
especially if those results
matter
servility is a virtue that some
people must painfully acquire
if they intend to contribute
their skills in any managerial
position. Be at in this universi-
ty or in capitalistieally
oriented countries for that
I fear that subservience or
Also, the indifferent and
apathetic attitude of interna-
tional students toward their
maltreatment could be an in-
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Dowdy
(Continued From Page 1)
on dances
Members of theRichard B. Harrison Players in Tell Pharaoh/fl/c/tare/ Cary).
It's your loss!
Editor of the Register:
In the critical areas, Dowdy
said, there has been no in-
crease in enrollment of Black
students. To rectify this he
made several recommenda-
Dowdy said that many peo-
ple say that Blacks have
achieved equality and that
federal programs for equality
should be done away with. He
said "Blacks have not achiev-
ed parity...in fact, there has
been very little progress in
their status since 1955 and
1960."
America's invisible men and
women will remain in the
cellar if we abandon the tools
that have begun to bring us
out."
"I am here today to affirm
our belief in ideals and goals
which are unrealized but wor-
thwhile," Dowdy said. "I am
not here to deny the progress
that has been made, but ask us
to dedicate ourselves to the
task that are yet unfinished.
• Majority colleges providemore scholarships in nontradi-
tional areas.
• Organize an early iden-tification program in Black
colleges and other minority
colleges so that talented Black
students may be located early
and brought to campus for
classes in math and science.
• Encourage Congress to pro-
vide more programs and funds
for Black colleges.
and continue it
• Start free tutoring and
counseling programs in the
basements of Black churches,
and
to spend more
money on scholarships than
Encourage all organizations —
including fraternities
After humiliating Florida
A&M two nights earlier in this
same Corbett,. Sports Center,
A&T put a different version of
its ballclub on the floor Mon-
day night against Bethune-
Cookman and still got positive
results
"We were over matched
with all of our size in the
lineup at first, and we had to
use a smaller lineup to counter
their size," Corbett said. "I'm certainly not looking
forward it,"said McClairen
when made aware that his
ballclub could face A&T in the
first round of the tournament.
"They're the host team. It's
just like playing in their
Smith, when able to elude
the attention he received from
defenders, pumped in 19
points to lead the Wildcats .
Boynton and Daniel Harris
scored 14 and 12, respectively.
"Jarvis is our main man and
everybody's geared towards
stopping him," McClairen
said.
had the open shot I took it
Boyd also reached double
figures for the Aggies as he
collected 17.
A&T used a three-guard
lineup for most of the second
half and Corbett credits the
move to one of the keys in his
team pulling out its ninth vic-
tory in its last 11 contests.
"Defense is Book's game. When he plays, I
look for him to contribute on defense. Ij he
scores, it's a bonus for us."
—Corbett
Binion was fouled with 25
seconds left in the contest and
canned both free throws to
give the Aggies their biggest
lead of the game at 72-66. He
also scored 10ofA&T's last 13
points to nail down the win
The Aggies fell behind by as
many as nine points in the se-
cond half, but rallied behind
guards Eric Boyd and Brian
Booker to take a lead it never
relinquished at 47-46.
But Joe Binion, the 1982
player of the year, was again
the main cog in A&T's attack.
The Rochester native collected
game-high totals of 29 points
and 19rebounds.
Minutes earlier, Kenneth
Boynton could have cut the
Aggi.e: lead to onebut he miss-
ed the front end of a one-and-
Greensboro
For the Lakers, besides Worthy, Robert McAdoo,
a UNC alumnus; and the man was born right here in
There was enough North Carolina blood among
the teams to interest locally: Carr, a native of
Wallace and a graduate from nearby Guilford Col-
lege; Cedric Maxwell, a native of Kinston and a
graduate of UNCC; I mean they even had the great
white hope, Larry Bird, all members of the Boston
Celtics.
Recently, when the two best teams in the NBA
Los Angeles and Boston(sorry Philly fans) met two
Sundays ago, WFMY should have aired the
ballgame.
Case in Point: When James was playing with the
boys in blue, he was on every front page sports
cover from Danville, Va., to Ithaca, N.Y. But, since
he has left the school for greener pastures, do the
media, or the Heels give a hoot.
My point is-that once a Black player finishes his
playing days at a white institution he's all bu1
forgotten
Three of the players are still there and the one
who departed to the NBA is worthy of more than
he's receiving.
North Carolina, when it comes to college basket-
ball, is known as a "hotbed." That's one of those
colloquial terms frequently used by jock writers to
say that an area has numerous great teams.
The term is most likely used in city sports pages
to identify with the "other" league. That league, as
we all know, is the Atlantic Coast Conference.
The eight-team field is represented by a mass of
Black players, four of whom starred on a team from
Chapel Hill, and won the college championship in
1982.
backyard."
Winston-Salem
A&T's next two games are
on the road as they meet UNC-
Wilmington and conference
foe S.C. State Friday and
Saturday. The Aggies return
Feb. 21, to face nearby arch-
rival
State
shining armor
Blacks should follow Blacks and not flock where
the grass may seem greener. It's only an illusion.
It's almost like a game of chess: while the players
are at the institution they are the king. But when
they leave, they are the lowly knights, but not in
Give it a try. As long as we continue to support
the white institutions, our own will remain in the
dark and lonely.
Sure, they offer us exciting brands of basketball.
But I'm sure we can get hooked on MEAC, CIAA or
SWAC just as easily.
Come on WFAAY, get on the ball. Humphrp
Bogart movie fans are nearly obsolete today.
Basketball fans should wake up and stop regar-
ding the ACC as the kingpin or the dean of college
basketball.
The Jan. 25, Open Gate contained an error. Duncan
Butler is not responsible for singing the national an-
them at basketball games.
Booker, a 6-foot-2 guard,
came off the bench and sparkl-
ed on defense hovering, over
B-CC's top gunner, Jarvis
Smith
Another attempt by the
Wildcats to claw into the Ag-
gie lead was aborted by a
traveling violation on Martin
Jackson. Jackson, a 6-foot-5
sophomore, was open under
the basket for an easy layup,
with his team trailing 69-66.
"We just don't have enough
experienced players," said
Wildcat coach Cy McClairen.
"We've been losing for. so
long that we don't know how
to win. We played well for 35
minutes but when they got
behind I knew that they would
pressure us. I knew then our
inexperience would show
because we're just too
young."
one
Boyd, tied for game honors
in assists with four, fed Binion
on a fast break to put his team
ahead by five.
The Rattlers, paced by
Harry Kemp who netted 27,
were outclassed from the
outset as the Aggies jumpedto
an 8-0 lead and other similar
spurts that eventually led to a
43-28 halftime score.
The win avenged an earlier
loss to the Rattlers, 59-57, last
month in Florida.
It was vintage basketball at
its best as the Aggies fashioned
a crisp fast break keyed by the
rebounding of Binion,
Lanauze and Antoine Collins.
The trio totaled 26 caroms as
all five starters hit in double
figures
Saturday night the Aggies
jumped to an early lead and
rolled over the Florida A&M
Rattlers 94-67, behind
Binion's 26 points and 13 re-
bounds
The game was interrupted
momentarily when flaring
tempers left two players, A&T
center Juan Lanauze and Don
Hill of the Wildcats, ejected
from the game after the two
traded punches midway
through the second half.
Booker, who chipped in 13
points, came off the bench in
the first half to help A&T
stake a 26-21 lead before the
Wildcats rallied to go ahead
33-30 at intermission.
"I was beginning to get
down on myself because my
shots had not been falling,"
said Booker who missed only
once in his six attempts from
the field. "Tonight I tried to
concentrate more and when I
"Whenever we play like we
did in the first half, the
defense isn't getting the job
done," Corbett said. "We
went with the three guards and
they picked up the momentum
for us by playing great
defense. By us being able to do
this,shows the flexibility of
our team. We were fine on of-
fense. Our guys took good
shots but they wouldn't fall
early."
Aggies take 16th season win
By RICHARD WILLIAMS
* * *
***
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Sports
The Open Gate
fichbis Irivesagatast Ronnie Weston of
B-CC(Photo by Mike Whitaker).
bonus for us
"Defense is Book's game,"
said an elated Corbett after
watching his team rip the
cords with 66 percent (14-out
of-21) shooting in the second
half. "When he plays I look
for him to contribute on
defense. If he scores, it's a
* * *
A&T improved its con-
ference mark to 8-3 while the
Wildcats fell to 4-17 overall
and 2-9 in league play.
Although the win was less
than impressive, the 73-68
final was enough to give
Coach Don Corbett's team its
16thwin in 22 outings.
The meeting was the second
of the two Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference teams.
A&T won in Florida 67-59
back on Jan. 15. If the con-
ference standings hold as they
currently are, a third meeting
between these two teams
would come in the first round
of the MEAC tournament
March 4.
Sports Editor
By RICHARD L. WILLIAMS
Forever,
I love you
To Maurice Montgomery,
From Terra Singleton
To Maxine Morris,
From The Open Gate
Happy Valentine's Day, My
Love
To Mom and Dad,
Love, Netta
Happy Valentine's Day!
We may not always see eye
to eye, but at least we see
heart to heart.
To Monty Pooh,
From Netts
To Miss Nannetta Durnell,
From Monty
to someone I care deeply for
"Be My Valentine".
From Erich Crouch
To all the ladies in Ms. Price's
Human Sexuality Class,
wishing all of you a Happy
Valentine Evening — Erich
Crouch
To Ms. Pat Price's Human
Sexuality Class,
To Ron
From Lynette
Even though we have been
through many trying times,
baby, I still think that you are
the GREATEST! I love you,
Ron.
To Rosalyn M. McDaniels,
from Clifton D. Rhodes
Just bear with me! Happy
Valentine's Day!
To Sandy Culbreath,
From Creighton Barber
I fell!
To Eric Leroy Simmons
From Gina "Wanderer" Davis
Wish you were here.
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Happy (Belated) Valentine's Day
To My two sisters,
From Plato
Thanks for being mine
To Tony Moor,
From the A&T Register Staff
Diana Ross called and said
"Happy Valentine's Day."
To Verinda D.,
From You'll never guess who
Let's get together real soon.
To Vickie Williams,
From WP
Even though I don't see you
as much as i would like, you
are in my thoughts always.
Happy Valentine's Day.
you'd be mine
To Vanity 6,
From the Macaroni
I think you're sweet, sultry
and kind. On this day I wish
To Shannon H. Simmons,
From "Wanderer"
All my love, forever.You are my sugar and spice
and everything nice, be mine
tonight and always. Happy
Valentine's Day.
To Fran Primus
From Mr. "P"
To Gina Davis
From JamieC. Ruff
To a special friend. The times
that we spend together will
always be worth
remembering.
To Jamie Ruff
From Gina "Wanderer" Davis
May love come to you from
many sources. Hold out your
hand and take one.
To Joe B.
From N
I wish we could start all over
again
To Joycelyn Sanders,
From Jay Hall
Ouch!!
I'll love you more today than
yesterday. But, not as much
as tomorrow. Happy
Valentine's Day.
To Kimberly Nelson
From For always,
For Love, William
i would slice you
without a second thought cursed dog,
yet, our Mood flows from
the same winding river.
i would cripple you
as a sick joke black sambo,
yet, it would be like
crippling my own appendage.
i would curse you
without batting an eye
damned nigger, yet,
the effort would be
to my own reflection.
i would slay you
Reginald L Goodwin
Occupational Hazard
to being who you want to be.
Pick up your Heads,
Throw down your fist
Fight with your brain,
So be that strong Black man that you are
Fear not what you know,
but know what you fear.
Knowledge is the key
Mother, father, sister, brother
Be strong 'cause you're Black
Don't let the white man hold you back.
Be Black cause Black is proud.
Proud is to be strong.
Instead of your fist
Jerome E. Fields
All Because I'm Black
pale,
pink
skin
So much
is
depi essing.The Sun Will Shine
and of tremendous intensity, headed for a new world
Between the roars of thunder there are cries,
babies
ladies
men,
An overcast, dark clouds that move over a great continent,
a storm, traveling at high speeds
screaming thunder.
A storm so violent the earth shakes!
A storm so full of force that it has lasted for over 300 years
Lightning of anger dashes from the crying clouds in pain
Years have passed, the water is drying,
The clouds are losing their angry form.
The Sun!! At Last!! Sunlight!!
To Shine...Fo-r-e-v-e-r!!
Think about it.
Black History
Michael R. James
Tony Moor My hair is kinky,
my lips are thick,
my nose is wide,
all because I'm Black.
I am as Black as coal from a mine.
I speak a language spoken from the mother land.
I strut with pride, I dance with dignity,
all because I'm Black.
Teach me not your white tongue
cause ain't nothing wrong with mine.
Judge me not cause you say it white don't make it right.
You observe Black uniqueness
and you learn why I'm proud to say it is
all because I'm Black.
My mind is clear,
my goals are set high,
my strength is unyielding,
all because I'm Black.
Your prejudice will defy you.
My laughter will haunt you.
I will win in the end
all because I'm Black.
Gail Hairston
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God So Loved Me
Hey, Mister White Man
City BoyA treasure of Blackness, once enslaved and concealed
Today a treasure of intelligence and culture revealed
Blackness can sing and Blackness can dance
Blackness can even read and Blackness can enhance
If ever in doubt with the Greater Above
Glare upon thy skin and you will see His love
I shall forever lift mine eyes unto thee
For such a loving God is He
For all the treasures of the world I lack
God so loved me
He created me Black.
Many treasures of this world I lack
But God so loved Me,
He created me Black
Such a treasure was the color He gave me
Black, a color of heritage for
The whole world to see
What greater treasure can anyone acquire
Than the treasure of blackness from
The highest empire
My Brother's Keeper
I advise you to move over cause my wrath is
immovable.
Well what the hell do you expect after all the injustice
you have delivered unto me.
the title is long overdue and well deserved you have
made me become indignant then you question me
"why are you people so sensitive?"
Hey, boy
You have tried my patience and I am warning you don't
you take another step.
Tell me why should I hold you in high regard.
My temper is simmering and I am not going to take
anymore irrevelant mess.
I have dropped your mister for you are no more
important than myself.
Hey, white man
obstacle for me to encounter?
games.
Now I'm here to tell you I'm tired ofyour mind-playing
I'm going to my Black school cause yours were too
good for me and learning your proper English.
Isn't it funny how I have mastered your language but
you still have one more
Hey,mister white man
can I have your attention for a moment?
Now lord knows I done scrubbed your floors, plowed
your fields, reared your children
and to your insults now don't you think it is my turn.
Hey, mister white man
Gail Hairston
Be Black
Sabrirra Vanessa Mitchell
I want to be...
What the Hell
Do I want to be?
Don't Have a job,
Got pushed through school,
Can't read worth a damn,
Can't even write — my man.If I had a second chance!!
If I just had a second chance...
If I had a second chance...
just a second chance...
I see little brother growing up
he's cooler than me
I tell him don't play hookie
He tells me you ain't got nothing on me
So leave me alone
My money's tight.
My mama don't have a dime
My sister's broke
I'm ready to croak.
So I say to myself
I want to be...
So I just turn my head,
Walk down the hall.
Go into my room
And look at the walls,
sometimes I cry
but i dare tell no one
because I'm that
Big Black City Boy —hangin' strong!)!
Jerome E. Fields
without a grevious heart my brother,
yet, the effort would be
to my own destruction!
"Special
Valentine
we had thoughts of breaking away,
when we first parted,
i knew true loneliness.
when we came together,
i knew there was a God!
when we second thought...
we knew we were forever!
Eternity
when we first met,
we were new and beautiful.
when we first courted,
we were timid and shy.
when we first kissed,
we were young and free.
when we first loved,
we were filled with joy.
when we first joined,
i knew oneness beyond flesh.
when we first argued,
we were reconciled by love.
when we first accused,
our hearts spoke out...'trust.'
when we first cried.
Reginald L. Goodwin
I Never Knew How Mock I loved You
Special, that's what
You are to Me,
Special to Me, you
Will always be.
For me, there will be
Others I'm sure.
But none to compare to you.
Come close to it, seriously.
I doubt very few.
They would only be second n
There's very little need in my
Heart to debate.
let's face it, they're only
Feeling your space until the
Day you return permanently t
Never be worthy to earn.
And there I would be, as sad as the rest, with nothing to do or to say.
But I'm not contented with only one day, I want what you give all the
If they only know of the secret I have, a secret that's always been mine.
A lovely young woman who fills me with joy, a lady who's my valentine.
But if the world knew of my secret so sweet, I'm sure they would take you
away.
Their lives often smashed on the rocks of despair, and emotions all torn
asunder.
Their thoughts often wasted, their minds so distraught, and their hearts
laid open with wonder.
It is truly sad that only one day is made for love and for giving.
And the rest of the year love's often forgot, and people only try to keep
living
Jody R. Martin esq.
And in honor of you I've written these words of my feelings,
To My Valentine.
year
For you've brightened my life, and lightened my heart.
You've filled me with spirit and cheer.
You've held me and taken my sadness away, and filled me with something
divine.
You were my sunshine, you were all I'd need
You were made of all the things to make
My life succeed
You'd meet my every challenge, you'd sing
My every song
You were my perfect iove, with you I shall
Belong
But if I had a chance, I wouldn't hesitate
To say
To never Knew how much I loved you
Until you went away.
I never knew how much I loved you
until you went away
Never did I cry so much
For days of yesterday
SobriiM Mitchell
Jody R. Martin esq.
Poem of Love
I've held a woman's hand before,
I've looked into her eyes.
And touched her face and pretty hair
And listened to her sighs.
I've held a woman to my chest.
Caressed her soft, young form.
I've kissed her lips and thought the thoughts
And had those feelings warm.
I've held her close within my heart,
I've wanted her with desire.
I've touched her sensual body
And she set my soul afire.
I've held a woman's heart before,
I've touched her soul to mine.
And we've been like a poem of love.
With joy in every line.
All By Ourselves
If I were alone with you I wouldn't know what to do
I would sit down beside you because I wanted to be close to you
I would lay my head on your shoulder and think only of you
I would blow love tones in your ear, for I have fallen for you
I would look into your eyes and see my smile so bright
Then I would reach for your hand because I felt the pleasures of delight
Maybe I would put my arms around you to hold you a little tight
Then I will say I love you or maybe I might
I would run my hand across your beautiful soft skin
And if my body should tingle I would probably do that again
I would pull you close to me to b'rte you softly or your lips
Then I would pull you back again to kiss you gently with my lips
And if you're not satisfied with what I am able to do
I will start all over again and add some extra too.
For Betty Lester from Moezilla
Chocolate lady so fine
How I dream about you all the time
Run cold chills up and down my spine
How I want to hold you while I'm in my prime
Beautiful Black woman do you have the time?
To speak my language or drink some wine
Dark, rich chocolate oh so fine
How I wish you were mine.
For Lynn Watson from Moezilla
Sentiments are what I feel for you
Sentiments of a love that's true
Sentiments of Passion, of Tenderness,
and Love for Only you.
I long for your touch
To see your smiling face,
I hold your thoughts so close
But all I find to comfort me
Are the sentiments I feel for You...
Love,
Jacqueline Jones
If people could
Live without the
Fear of being
hurt or manipulated
It has been years, Sister,
Since I saw you on Valentine.
It has been years. Sister
Since I've seen you at anytime,
Days fly so quickly.
Weeks, months, years.
I suppose you're a woman now
If people could love
without the fear of
Not being loved back
leaving..
If people could
Love without the
Fear of that someone
Then, this would be what
I'd call free flowing
love
without any Interruptions,
I suppose you've had a taste of life
I remember you
As a baby.
How small and cute you were.
I remember you
As a child.
How bossy you used to be.
I remember telling you bye
Such a long time ago
Sister, I've never seen you cry.
I remember you today
It will be years. Sister And that's a long time.
Here's to you on Valentine.Angelia Fontain Boyd
Gina Wander
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HARRIS/PRD TOUCHES
THE PULSE OF THE ATE
TECHNOLOGY WORLDWIDE
TECHNOLOGY CENTER
IN SYOSSET, LONG ISLAND,
AT OUR ADVANCED
FEBRUARY 18th
TO INTERVIEW GRADUATING
I PROFESSIONALS IN THE
FOLLOWING BSIMS DISCIPLINES
WE'LL BE ON CAMPUS
• ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING• ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY• COMPUTER SCIENCE
A career with HARRIS/PRD means professional
growth within one ofthe most advanced environments
in the industry. On a personal level, HARRIS/PRD is
proud to offer professionals a positive, active, and
supportive environment where individual potential is
fully realized in a "team" approach.
JJ) HARRIS
An Equal Opportunity Employer M F
HARRIS Corporation
PRD Electronics Division
AL NAHAL /Personnel Office
6801 Jericho Turnpike
Syosset, New York 11791
516-364-0400, ext 2491
If you are unable to meet with us on FEBRUARY 18,1983
we invite graduating professionals in theabove disciplines to
forward resumes, to:
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